SCHEDULE AB@
1.

RULES FOR BREAKOPEN LOTTERIES

For the purpose of a breakopen licence, suitable
premises does not include a commercial outlet,
including a shopping mall, convenience store, drug
store, service station, restaurant, lotto booth, lounge
or a similar premises unless a breakopen lottery is
in conjunction with another lottery event operated
under a licence.

2.

The licensee shall only sell breakopen tickets which
have been approved for sale by the division.

3.

A licence shall be issued only for the sale of
breakopen tickets which conform with the ticket
quantities, prices and prize pay-outs as provided in
the table below. Scratch-off or other forms of breakopen tickets are not permitted. The value of any
prize shall not exceed $100.

Common
Name

Junior
Nevada
Regular
Nevada
Super
Nevada

4.

5.

No. of
Tickets
Per Box

Price
Per
Ticket

Gross
Revenue
Per Box

No. of
Winning
Tickets
per Box

Prize
Per
Box

1668 or
1664

$0.25

$417 or
$416

224

$284

1668 or
1664

$0.50

$834 or
$832

224

$600

2184

$0.50

$1,092

224

$800

The licensee shall have printed on each ticket:
the serial number of the ticket;
(a)
the type of ticket;
(b)
the selling price of the ticket; and
(c)
the number and value of prizes to be
awarded.
The licensee shall obtain invoices for all
breakopen tickets purchased, and the invoices
shall contain the following information:
(a)
the name of the organization that
purchased the tickets;
(b)
the licence number for the tickets;
(c)
the type of unit, colour, unit serial
number, and the number of units
purchased;
(d)
the price per unit; and
(e)
the total value of the purchase.

6.

The licensee shall pay all winning tickets. A
notice shall be displayed indicating that winning
tickets shall be paid, only if the licensee can
identify that it sold the ticket.

7.

Each box of breakopen tickets, whether
complete or partially sold, when not under the
direct control of the seller, shall be kept by the
licensee in a secure place.

8.

The licensee shall ensure that breakopen ticket
patrons have, at all times, a full and equal
chance to purchase all winning tickets in every
game unit offered for sale. Portions of the game
unit shall not be held back from sale. Part boxes
shall be held by the licensee for sale at future
events. Unsold or partial units of breakopen
tickets shall not be destroyed without prior
approval of the division.

9.

The licensee shall ensure that the breakopen
ticket seller defaces all winning tickets at the
time of prize payout and all winning tickets from
each unit shall be retained until that unit is sold
and accounted for.

10.

The licensee shall not promote, in any manner,
the number of winning tickets left in a game
unit.

11.

Employees and volunteers who sell breakopen
tickets shall not purchase breakopen tickets from
the premises where they volunteer or are
employed.

12.

Breakopen tickets shall not be sold outside the
confines of the particular area specified in the
licence. Tickets sold at a licensed outdoor
location shall be sold from an enclosed booth or
similar structure.

13.

Breakopen tickets shall not be sold, borrowed or
exchanged between licensees unless the proper
inventory controls are in place, this includes
invoices.
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